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EXECUTIVE Summary
The scope of this deliverable is to report about the spatial database created using information
acquired during the field data collection. It includes inventory roads and associated infrastructure,
like water points, or hydrants, or limiting events that can affect the road circulation like bottle
necks, as well as special characteristics of this network (U_Turn, or passing places) focusing on
forest firefighting emergencies.
This deliverable can be divided into three main parts: the data, the spatial database, and the
services provided for the infrastructure. The first part contains a brief description of the acquisition
task in each area as well as the post-processing of the data. The second part is dedicated to the
spatial database and the third one sets out different possibilities of use.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The characteristics and the justification of the selected spatial database, as well as the data
specifications have been addressed in previous deliverables (FORCIP+ D2.4 and FORCIP+ D2.6).
In this document we set out the description of this spatial database and the data contained in it
once the field data collection stage has finished and the first results have been entered into the
database.
The approach of each partner to the inventory of their pilot areas has been different based on their
starting point, this is, data available, data specifications, topology or data model was different. In
each case the inventory meets the requirements of the project and makes an example of
standardization from different environments since all the data, regardless of their origin, share a
common data model, data specifications and architecture.
In addition, this architecture enables the possibility to work with the spatial data with different
ways, either with a QGIS connection or with a GeoServer service. Also, the system provides the
possibility of sharing the information gathered through a Web Map Server service (WMS) or by the
public information system implemented in this project.
Finally, the data stored in this database is the base of the future stages of the FORCIP+, including
the network analyst development contained in Task C and the Satellite Navigation System in Task
D.
Therefore, the global architecture provides tools to capitalize on the inventory and the collected
information.
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2.

THE DATA

2.1. Data acquisition
The data collection has been performed in different ways, therefore the following points set out
the specific characteristic of the data acquisition for each partner, as an overview of this crucial
stage of the project.
As a footnote, the data obtained and subject to inventory must be complemented with other
sources when necessary; it means that the origin of Public Roads it always comes from an external
source (FORCIP+ D2.5.).
2.1.1. Field data collection in the pilot area of Greece
Inventory roads and infrastructure associated acquisition
The implementation of the road inventory in Greece was carried out mainly during autumn 2016.
Several issues related both to “internal” and “external” parameters affecting the process were
identified.
More specifically and with respect to external parameters (i.e. parameters that are not related to
the technical characteristics of the software/hardware components of the FORCIP+ approach):
Some problems were identified regarding the accessibility of the road network base cartography.
More specifically, several road segments previously identified and digitized over the WMS imagery,
were partially accessible. This is mainly due to the elapsed time (ranging between 6-8 years)
between image acquisition and field activities. We could hypothesize that during this period no
road maintenance or rehabilitation activities were performed on the specific segments.
Also, part of the digitized road base cartography was not inventoried during the field campaign due
to stormy weather in early autumn resulting to cracking, rutting and poor drainage in the road
surface. However, since it is likely that these road segments will not be maintained till the beginning
of the next fire season, this finding highlights the need of the proper scheduling of field activities in
order to deliver accurate information to the end users.
Finally, some missing data issues were identified, that could be related to the lack of experience of
the field staff during the early stages of the inventory.
In respect to the hardware solution employed for the forest road inventory, the quality of the GNSS
chipsets built-in with the tablet devices resulted to positional inaccuracies and errors that affect
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both the overall spatial and thematic accuracy of the process as well the efforts required for postprocessing of the data.
As far as it concerns the software solution employed, while the two apps used were rather userfriendly and easy to be used by the field crews, the development of a software solution that would
rely in only one tablet device, could be both more cost and time efficient.
Overall, the process is straight-forward and transferable across regions with different
characteristics. An attractive feature of the approach is the minimum time needed for training the
field crews in the developed forest road inventory solution.
Public roads
In order to compile the public road data layer the road network publicly available at national scale
(http://www1.okxe.gr/geonetwork/srv/en/google.kml?uuid=19226ad1-1297-4041-8cea3aa45a2b5f4e&layers=rdndmeo) from the former Hellenic Mapping and Cadastral Organization
(now NATIONAL CADASTRE & MAPPING AGENCY S.A) was used. This dataset, includes National and
community road network, classified in five categories (primary, secondary, etc.), along with
the international and national coding of each segment. It is distributed through an open geospatial
data and services geoportal for Greece. The data is available under Creative Commons —
Attribution Greece 3.0.
Results
Length of inventory roads: 250.9 km
Number of associated infrastructure identified:


U_Turn places: 134



Passing places: 192



Bottle necks: 601

Forest road survey in Greece is still in progress.
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2.1.2. Field data collection in the pilot area of Italy
Inventory roads and infrastructure associated acquisition
Data collection in Italy has been conducted in different pilot areas of Tuscany by UNIFI members.
Two main data management procedures have been implemented:
1. Field data collection following the FORCIP+ standards and procedures developed in Task B.
In agreement with the Tuscany Region fire prevention office, two different territories have
been identified as suitable for carrying out field activities: the municipalities of “San
CascianoV.d.P.” and “Impruneta” representing the Tuscan fragmented countryside, and
the forest area of Rincine.
2. Adaptation of existing datasets to the standards identified in the project. Two
municipalities, which were “Scandicci” and “Greve in Chianti”, located next to the two areas
cited at point 1., have been chosen for standardising existing information to FORCIP+
standards.
Moreover, it is expected in the near future to enlarge these two methodologies to other areas of
Tuscany and, if possible, of Italy.
1. Field data collection
Very different kinds of difficulties have been experienced during the survey between fragmented
countryside and forest area. Tuscany is covered by forests for the 50% of its surface; however, forest
areas are often characterised by small parcels in the middle of rural areas and little urbanised
centres. These characteristics are common in the surroundings of cities, and partially along the
coast. Larger forest areas are located next to, and on the Apennines. While the forest area (Rincine)
field survey has been conducted without accessibility problems, in the case of Impruneta and San
Casciano it was very difficult to access to the rural and forest roads, due to several barriers, such as
fences, gates, chains, etc. forbidding the access to the roads. Moreover, some natural compacted
soil carriageways were not accessible in wet season, while they normally are used during dry season
(fire season). In these cases the survey has been stopped or continued by walking, increasing
considerably the time needed to collect information. In these contexts, field surveys in the two
different territories had different results in terms of productivity. In the areas of fragmented
landscape (16.000 ha total surface) UNIFI members had an average productivity of about 640 ha
per day or 130 ha per day considering the total or the forest surface, respectively. In the chosen
continuous forest area (1500 ha of forest) two working days have been enough to accomplish field
data collection, i.e. a productivity of 750 ha per day. This value is referred at forest area.
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Regarding instruments and tools some considerations must be made regarding the GeoODK
application. The most important problem observed is an error in GPS positioning during registration
of points (such as Hydrants, barriers, passing places, U turn places, etc.). Often (approximately 50%
of times), the application located the point not where the operator was, but in the point where the
nearest GSM repeater was located. This error implied that the operator had to move manually the
point to be registered to the real position. Another observation to be made regarding GeoODK is
improvements related with the modules for registering information. The module called “Segment
line” should be improved regarding carriageway status inserting one or two more categories
beyond the existing two “Good” and “Bad”, in order to allow for a better characterisation of the
state of maintenance of the road at the time of survey. Moreover, a section “note” should be
introduced in “Hydrant” module, allowing the operator to register information about the type of
connection (UNI70, UNI100, etc.). Finally, the most important doubts emerged regarding the high
costs of this procedure considering its implementation on ample surfaces, such as at regional or
national scale, especially in difficult areas.
2. Adaptation of existing datasets
Considering the interesting availability of many datasets regarding forest roads for both wood
harvesting and forest firefighting in different Municipalities, some of these datasets have been
considered for an adaptation to FORCIP+ standards. The two Municipalities considered have
produced different results, in fact for Greve in Chianti the available datasets did not include details
on roads useful for FORCIP+ aims, but only the track and its position on the map was the available
information. On the contrary, interesting results have been obtained analysing the datasets of
forest roads in Scandicci. In this area, thanks to different available layers, much information has
been rebuilt following FORCIP+ standards. Results are resumed in Table 1. The indirect extraction
of information, such as the presence and the dimensions of passing places are not as precise and
reliable as the ones obtained thanks to a detailed field survey, but in this case the costs (time spent)
of data collection are considerably lower.
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Figure 1: summary of information extracted form an existing dataset

Public roads
Regarding
public
roads
available
datasets
from
local,
regional
(http://www502.regione.toscana.it/geoscopio/cartoteca.html)
and
national
(http://www.pcn.minambiente.it/GN/accesso-ai-servizi/servizi-di-download/wfs) services have
been used. Roads information was only related to the position of the road. Rarely specific
characteristics were available (such as width, slope, etc.)
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Results
Length of inventory roads: 300 km
Number of associated infrastructure identified:


Water points: 27



Hydrants: 19



U_Turn places: 356



Passing places: 121



Bottle necks: 154

Forest road survey in Italy is still in progress.
2.1.3. Field data collection in the pilot area of Slovenia
Inventory roads and infrastructure associated acquisition
Vector data of forestry communications (forest roads, skid trails, fire protection roads) had been in
the past collected from Digital Ortho Photos (DOF), from other available topographic maps and by
hand held GPS. All these lines have been in the case of the FORCIP+ project (in pilot area) adjusted
to the LiDAR layer, which is available for the whole county with the resolution of 0.5 m to 0.5 m of
the hill shape. If some of infrastructure (mainly skid trails) is missing, it was and it will be collected
by DGPS.
Point data on forest communications (U-turns, passing places) have been collected in the field by
GPS or over the screen using Slovenia Forest Service (SFS) forestry communication data base
system.
Data of public roads and hydrants were collected from other providers, whereas fire stations were
collected using SFS.
Such approach was faster and cheaper but it required some additional field surveys. Missing data,
mainly bottlenecks, cannot be collected without field survey. We will do it in reasonable time as
SFS covers with its staff the country in whole. Some of the roads were not connected so we
introduce a new type of communication so called “no man’s road” with the purpose to connect
unconnected lines/vectors.
The main problem is topology, which will be solved in the near future.
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Alternatives: Use special apps (SFS info system or FORCIP+) for smart phones or tablets to collect
missing data in the field.
Public roads


Public roads –The consolidated cadastre of public infrastructure, national source



Railways - The consolidated cadastre of public infrastructure, national source



Hydrants – The consolidated cadastre of public infrastructure, national source



Fire stations – manually by SFS.

Results
Length of inventory roads: 1100 km
Number of associated infrastructure identified:


U-Turns

17



Passing places

972



Hydrants

3472

2.1.4. Field data collection in the pilot area of France
Inventory roads and infrastructure associated acquisition
The FORCIP+ road inventory in France is based on two existing databases.
The first one has been created at the end of the 1990’s in all southern France provinces in order to
compile a description of all roads that can be used by fire-fighting vehicles. It gathers many
attributes difficult to maintain and its geometry is inconsistent. The information it includes has been
translated to meet FORCIP+ requirements.
The second database used comes from an external source. Nowadays, the French National
Geographical Institute produces GIS layers of metric precision that cover many topics including
roads of all kinds (from motorways to footpaths). This topological geometry has been used to
support FORCIP+ attributes coming from the first data base.
Once the final combination was made, it has been validated by field inventories.
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The use of existing data was clearly an advantage even if creating an inventory from zero can also
help to consider forest roads issues with a new look.
The use of existing databases can be considered as time saving. Actually, the hardest part of the
work is to match different network geometry together in order to get the attributes of the first
database on the second’s geometry.
A totally new road inventory could have been made for the FORCIP+ project but that would have
mean creating a third database on the same area.
The development of automatic matching tools between the two existing databases is certainly the
main improvement to be made.
Public roads
Public roads come from the same external source as road inventory geometry. Therefore, the two
databases are totally coherent. The national French database includes many attributes such as:


name of the road,



type of road,



altitude of starting and end points,



one/double way,



number of lanes,



…

FORCIP+ FTC attribute has been added to the public roads layer in order to calculate average travel
speeds on this network as well as on forest roads.
Results
Length of inventory roads: 58 km
Number of associated infrastructure identified:

16



Water points: 6



Hydrants: 7



U_Turn places: 20



Passing places: 17
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Bottle necks: 6

2.1.5. Field data collection in the pilot area of Spain
Inventory roads and infrastructure associated acquisition
The Spanish pilot area comprises of two municipalities of the province of Soria, specifically Quintana
Redonda and Tardelcuende.
Large forest areas cover both municipalities, reaching up to 86% in the case of Tardelcuende.
Agriculture lands are located in the South-West of Quintana Redonda, although the forest land is
still predominant.
In the East of the pilot area public forests contribute to create a continuous and homogeneous
forest surface. This increases the performance of the field data collection, while in areas with more
complex landscape (agriculture, urban, forest) where stops and interruptions take place more often
the amount of roads covered in the same time decreases. The lack of physical barriers or limiting
events due to the ownership and the use of the land also help to increase the distance covered.
The inventory dataset is based on the regional government (provincial forest service) layer of rural
roads with attributes focused on management. The revision of geometry and attributes was the
first step in the adaptation to the FORCIP+ inventory specifications. Topological connections with
Public road layer have been checked. Subsequently, roads has been covered to update information,
adding new features (roads or point infrastructures) when necessary, considering specially the FTC
attribute.
The accuracy of the GPS unit has been adequate for the purpose of the task, although some minor
problems related with the GPS position arose. Oruxmaps GPS positioning combined with off-line
cartography allows the geolocation of roads, infrastructure and own position. GeoODK customized
forms is a feasible way of carrying out the field data collection, there is no need for special training
to develop the task.
The main problem is related with the time/cost of the procedure, even updating information takes
a considerable amount of time. So, an alternative could be to search collaboration with possible
final users like foresters, firefighting organizations, etc.
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Public roads
Public roads have been extracted from a regional government layer based on 1:10,000 scale
cartography.
The layer includes a road type attribute with the following values:


Highways



Highway junction



Road (generic public road)



Street

Ownership and road code are also considered in the layer.
Results
Length of inventory roads: 651 km
Number of associated infrastructure identified:


U_Turn places: 129



Passing places: 2



Bottle necks: 14

2.2. Data management
2.2.1. Post-processing of the data
Pilot area - Greece:
The following steps have been performed with GIS software in order to get a layer based in the
existing cartography with the information collected in the field:


Identification of the segments in the base cartography, including the removal of leftover
lines or the addition of new ones when needed.
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o

Segment points collected in the field (geoODK).

o

Tracks recorded with Oruxmaps



Assignment of the segment point code to segment lines



Transfer of information from segment points to base cartography selected lines



Editing of mistakes:
o

Addition of new Public roads to connect inventoried roads

o

Some segments collected have been removed because of their lack of connection
with the rest of the network (they can be added in the next update phase).



Adjustment of point features to the base line cartography (bottle necks, passing places and
U_Turn).



Adjustment of the associated tables collected to the FORCIP+ common model data.



Use of topology to meet the requirements set out in FORCIP+ D2.4

Pilot area - Italy:
1. Field data collection.
Following FORCIP+ survey protocol no post process elaboration was carried out in filed data
collection phase.
2. Adaptation of existing datasets.
Considering segment lines (roads), a topological check has been carried out by QGIS. After that, a
deeper checking and cleaning has been carried out by GRASS software by both automatic and
manual processes, in order to provide an efficient layer for the road network analysis.
Pilot area - Slovenia:
Checking the topology of vector line shape file (roads) – all edges must be connected with vertexes
-> the duplicate edges must be deleted, disconnected edges must be connected (snapping tool and
manual editing). For easier identification of disconnected edges, the tool “Find Disconnected
Features in Geometric Network” could be used in ArcMap.
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Pilot area - France:
A post-process has been made in order to match FORCIP+ requirement in terms of “from node/to
node” structure.
Pilot area - Spain:
In the elaboration of the pilot area inventory two different datasets have been used:


JCyL (regional government) road layer: Public Roads and Inventory Roads



FORCIP+ Field data collection: Inventory Roads.

The first step was to create a new line layer with the data collected in the field:


Using segment points and segment lines from geoODK and base cartography from JCyL.



Oruxmaps tracks were used as additional source of information when problems arose.



The information collected in the field was transferred by attribute join to the line layer.



Gaps, overlaps, undershoots and overshoots were checked for this final layer.

In a second step the JCyL dataset was checked using the topology rules explained below (Spatial
data specifications – Spain pilot area).
Later, the adjustment between the two datasets and the creation of a new one with the information
from both layers was carried out. Again, connectivity between layers was checked, paying special
attention to overshoots, undershoots and overlaps.
In the final step, point features were added to complete the information about this area.
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2.2.2. Spatial data specifications
Pilot area dataset – Greece:
CRS and datum: GGRS87 (EPSG: 2100).
Datum: Greek Geodetic Reference System 1987.
Ellipsoid: GRS 1980
Temporal reference: August – November 2016
Topology applied:


Points must be covered by lines



Lines must not have duplicates



Lines must not have multipart geometry



Inventory_Road must not have dangles. This rule is to check connectivity, most of the
dangles are dead ends or connections with public roads, but when also spot gaps.

Pilot area dataset – Italy:
CRS and datum: ETRS89 / UTM zone 32 N. EPSG code: 25832
Table 1: ETRS89/UTM Coordinate Reference System description

CRS scope

basis for surveying activities, topographic and base mapping,
cadastral

Datum identifier

ETRS89

Datum alias

European Terrestrial Reference System 1989

Datum type

geodetic

Datum valid area

Europe

Datum scope

European datum consistent with ITRS at the epoch 1989.0 and fixed to the
stable part of the Eurasian continental plate for georeferencing of GIS and
geokinematic tasks
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Datum remarks

Boucher, C., Altamimi, Z. (1992): The EUREF Terrestrial Reference System
and its First Realizations. Veröffentlichungen der Bayerischen Kommission
für die Internationale Erdmessung, Heft 52, München 1992, pages 205-213
- or - http://etrs89.ensg.ign.fr/

Prime meridian
identifier

Greenwich

Prime meridian
0°
greenwich longitude
Ellipsoid identifier

GRS 80

Ellipsoid alias

New International

Ellipsoid semi major
axis

6 378 137 m

Ellipsoid shape

true

Ellipsoid inverse
flattening

298.257222101

Ellipsoid remarks

see Moritz, H. (1988): Geodetic Reference System 1980. Bulletin
Geodesique, The Geodesists Handbook, 1988, Internat. Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics

Coordinate system
identifier

Universal Transverse Mercator

Coordinate system
type

projected

Coordinate system
dimension

2

Coordinate system
remarks

Projection: Transverse Mercator in zones, 6° width in general

Temporal reference:


Data collection: 2016



Existing data: 2003 – 2006

Topology applied:
Topology checked and fixed on segment line (Fig. 2) in order to:
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1) remove geometry features with identical coordinates (duplicates)
2) brake lines on intersections
3) snap vertices on another vertex within a threshold of 2.5 m
4) remove all lines with a length smaller than 2.5 m
5) remove small angle

Figure 2: topology error

Pilot area dataset – Slovenia:
CRS and datum: D48_Slovenia_TM
Table 2: D48_Slovenia_TM Coordinate Reference System description

Projected Coordinate System

D48_Slovenia_TM

Projection

Transverse_Mercator

False_Easting

500,000.00000000

False_Northing

-500,0000.00000000

Central_Meridian

15.00000000

Scale_Factor

0.99990000

Latitude_Of_Origin

0.00000000

Linear Unit

Meter
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Geographic Coordinate System

GCS_D48

Datum

D_D48

Prime Meridian

Greenwich

Angular Unit

Degree

Temporal reference: 2016
Topology applied: Yes. It has been checked and corrected for bad topology, double-tripple
digitization and other errors.

Pilot area dataset – France:
CRS and datum: RGF 1993 Lambert Conformal Conic, EPSG 2154, ellipsoid IAG-GRS80.
Temporal reference: 2016
Topology applied: Line, point

Pilot area dataset – Spain:
CRS and datum: ETRS89 / UTM zone 30 N. EPSG code: 25830.
Temporal reference:


Data collection: 2016



Existing data: 2011

Topology applied:
Using Qgis tools:
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Points must be covered by lines



Lines must not have duplicates



Lines must not have multipart geometry
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Inventory roads must not have dangles



Selection by location:
o

To spot overshoots: inventory_roads that crosses Public roads

o

To spot undershoots: inventory_roads that touches Public roads

In addition overlaps have been checked using Arcgis rules:


Inventory_Roads must not self-overlap



Inventory_Roads must not overlap with Public_Roads



Inventory_Roads must not overlap.

Common data model
Due to the different approaches to the field data collection and the national dimension of the data
used for each partner, the spatial datasets contain their own specifications.
In a first step, the alphanumeric values and the attributes of the associated tables for each different
feature, this is: Inventory_Roads, TB_Structural, Bottle_ Neck, U_Turn, Passing_Place, Hydrant or
Water_Point, have been adapted to the FORCIP+ common data model when needed.
In the deliverable FORCIP+ D2.4 (Report of the methodology chosen) a series of requirements was
established for the spatial data storage. According to the supranational scope of the project the
following common specifications have been considered for their inclusion in the spatial database,
performing the projection of the spatial reference from the partners’ datasets to a common one
which meets the CRS requirement for a European project. Two/Three-dimensional geodetic
coordinates system based on European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 (ETRS89) datum and
using the parameters of the GRS80 Ellipsoid meets the requirements in the INSPIRE context
(INSPIRE Thematic Working Group CRS&GGS, 2014). ETRS89 is the EU-recommended frame of
reference for geodata for Europe (Annoni, A., et al., 2004).
Datum: European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 (ETRS89).
CRS: ETRS89-GRS80 (geodetic in ETRS89 on GRS80).
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Table 3: ETRS89 Ellipsoidal Coordinate System description (A. Annoni et al., 2001)

Entity

Value

CRS ID

ETRS89

CRS alias

ETRS89 Ellipsoidal CRS

CRS valid area

Europe

CRS scope

Geodesy, Cartography, Geoinformation systems, Mapping

Datum ID

ETRS89

Datum alias

European Terrestrial Reference System 1989

Datum type

geodetic

Datum realization epoch

1989

Datum valid area

Europe/EUREF

Datum scope

European datum consistent with ITRS at the epoch 1989.0
and fixed to the stable part of the Eurasian continental
plate for georeferencing of GIS and geokinematic tasks
see Boucher C., Altamimi Z. (1992): The EUREF Terrestrial
Reference System and its First Realizations.
Veröffentlichungen der Bayerischen Kommission für die
Internationale Erdmessung, Heft 52, München 1992, p.
205-213 or
ftp://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/pub/euref/info/guidelines/
Greenwich

Datum remarks

Prime meridian ID
Prime meridian Greenwich
longitude
Ellipsoid ID

0°

Ellipsoid alias

New International

Ellipsoid semi-major axis

6 378 137 m

Ellipsoid shape

true

Ellipsoid inverse flattening

298.257222101

Ellipsoid remarks

Coordinate system ID

see Moritz, H. (1988): Geodetic Reference System 1980.
Bulletin Geodesique, The Geodesists Handbook, 1988,
Internat. Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
Ellipsoidal Coordinate System

Coordinate system type

geodetic

Coordinate system dimension

3

Coordinate system axis name

geodetic latitude
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Coordinate system axis direction

North

Coordinate system axis unit
identifier
Coordinate system axis name

degree

Coordinate system axis direction

East

Coordinate system axis unit
identifier
Coordinate system axis name

degree

Coordinate system axis direction

up

Coordinate system axis unit
identifier

metre

geodetic longitude

ellipsoidal height

This geodetic spatial datum is consistent with the satellite navigation systems GPS, GLONASS and
GALILEO.
Unit of measure: International System units (SI).
Other info:


Temporal reference: a “date” attribute has been included in the customized forms and in
the alphanumeric tables in the common data model to set this point.



Topological consistency: it was set in the deliverable FORCIP+ D2.4 (Spatial data
specifications). The topology used must assure the quality of the data considering at least
the following errors:
o

Missing connections due to undershoots

o

Missing connections due to overshoots

o

Self-intersect errors

o

Self-overlap errors

o

In addition the spatial coincidence between some types of points collected and the
lines in which are located must be considered.
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3.

THE SPATIAL DATABASE

The solution adopted for the data storages was explained and justified in the FORCIP+ D2.4 and
FORCIP+ D2.6 documents.
PostGIS (spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database) is compatible with
QGIS for editing/viewing tools (which are used in all stages of the project) and it can work with open
source mapping servers. Most conform to OGC mapping standards: WMS, WFS, WCS, etc.

Figure 3: GIS architecture

There are plenty of tutorials for its use freely in internet. For more information:
http://www.postgis.net/
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Fig. 4 shows the FORCIP+ spatial database structure:

Figure 4: structure of forcip_spain database

As shown in fig. 4, the elements that comprise the forcip_database (PostGIS database for the pilot
area of Spain) are:
Tables: under the public schema in PostGIS (fig. 5). We can distinguish:


Data field collection
o

o

Geometry associated:


inventory_road, public road: line



bottle_neck, hydrant, passing_place, u_turn, water_point : point

No geometry associated:
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Domains: they have been created to maintain the alphanumeric integrity of the data. Only
valid values are allowed to be introduced in the system, otherwise when editing in QGIS
(fig. 6) (or any other GIS software), the system does not permit to save the editing.

Figure 6: carriage_surface domain. Values and description in QGIS view



System: they are the tables that the software creates to manage the database.
Spatial_ref_sys table allows the database management system to work with spatial data.
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Views
Relationship: there have been defined the following:


Between inventory_road and tb_structural



Between some attributes and their domains.

For each partner a replica of this structure (fig. 7) has been created. It is not required that all the
databases contain the total field data collection features since in the different areas this collection
is adjusted to the local necessities, for example, hydrants do not exist in all pilot areas but the table
structure has been created to provide the support in case of updating the missing features. The
reasons for this decision are listed below:


To avoid confusion among the data collected for each partner.



Each partner is responsible for the integrity and update of its own data.



The full spatial data is available in different ways without compromising the integrity of the
data (in this way unintentionally overwriting is reduced):
o

Web Map Service, Web Feature Service (OGC standard) is being implemented to
share this info for general public.

o

Additional GeoServer service for data download will be available for the FORCIP+
partners.
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Figure 7: forcip_italy replica

Also, permissions and accessibility have been established to avoid misunderstandings or lack of
control of the data.
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4.

SERVICES

The implementation of a PostGIS database meets the requirements not only for the purposes of
maintenance and data integrity but also those related with sharing and distribution of information.
According to these principles a series of services have been implemented: QGIS connection,
GeoServer services and base of future developments.

4.1. QGIS connection
As mentioned above, the following databases have been created: forcip_spain, forcip_italy,
forcip_france, forcip_slovenia, forcip_greece.
This means that for each database a connection must be implemented, with its own parameters,
restrictions and permissions.
The following description is based in forcip_spain, but is valid for any other since they are replicas
of this one.


Parameters: the server administrator implements a user and password for the connection.
When trying to connect with PostGIS for the first time QGIS requires some parameters (fig.
8) for this connection (the following list contains the mandatory requirements):
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o

Name: name of the connection (any)

o

Server: name of the server.

o

Port: 5432 (by default)

o

Database: name of the database (forcip_partner country)

o

User: given by server administrator

o

Password: given by server administrator
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Figure 8: QGIS-PostGIS connection. Parameters required



Once we have connected for the first time, the following connections only require User and
Password to connect (fig. 9).

Figure 9: QGIS-PostGIS connection. User and password
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With a successful connection we can access all the tables (with or without) geometry
contained in the database and work with them in QGIS (fig. 10).

Figure 10: QGIS-PostGIS connection. Available tables



DB manager plugins (fig. 11) allow the user to the keep the interoperability between QGIS
and PostGIS. Among other functionalities it allows the connection, uploading/downloading
of data to the PostGIS dataserver or SQL queries.

Figure 11: DB Manager plugin
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4.2. GeoServer
As any other element of the architecture adopted in the project the ground for the solution can be
found in the FORCIP+ D2.6 document.
GeoServer allows meeting the requirement of information sharing and distribution in different
ways. We set out two of them:
1. Publish geospatial web services as WMS: this service allows the accessibility to the data
only with the service created. In QGIS this connection is performed as shown in the
following figure:

The parameters for this WMS connection are:
o Name: any
o URL: http://data.forcip.eu/geoserver/forcip_spain/wms
Same services are implemented to the rest of the pilot areas data.
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2. We also can access to the data and download it in different formats (among them KML or
shapefile) through the service provided by GeoServer (fig. 13).

Figure 13: GeoServer layer preview

This service is also implemented for the field data collection, once they have been sent to
the server they are available in this web.

4.3. FORCIP+ applications planned
The storage, sharing and distribution of the spatial data of each pilot area comprise the base of the
application planned in the project as well as the network analysis set out in task C.


It is foreseen that the Satellite Navigation system will be able to use the information
collected (fig. 14).
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The Public Information system will share this data.



Update system is created to update this information.
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Network analyst is using this data as pilot test in the way they can be exported to wider
areas in the future.
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